
Choose and write.

1. Haya and Hamad _________ in the UAE.

 are is

2. It _________ the holidays.

 is isn’t

3. Haya _________ a project.

 does is doing

4. The project _________ for school.

 is are

5. She _________ a special quilt.

 makes is making
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1. Look and write.

make m a k e + ing = making

take t a k e + ing = ___________

cut c u t  + t + ing =  cutting 
 c v c

run r u n  + __ + ing = ___________
 

help h e l p + ing =  helping 

sew s e w  + ing = ___________

2. Write.
1. Haya  is making  (make) the quilt.

2. Hamad and Ali _____________ (help) Haya.

3. The children _____________ (cut) the squares.

4. Grandma _____________ (sew) the quilt.

5. They ___________ (look) at the quilt. It is beautiful!
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1. Look and write.

jug  window  chair  table
sink  door  cupboard

2. Read and circle.
Hamad and Ali are in the garden / kitchen. They 
are helping Grandmother / Father and Uncle.

Ali and Haya are in the garden / kitchen. They are 
helping Grandmother / Father and Uncle.
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1. Look and write.

under next to  in  on

1. 

The quilt is  on  the chair.

3. 

The quilt is ____ the chair.

2. 

The quilt is ____ the chair.

4. 

The quilt is____ the box.

2. Read and draw.

The book is under 
the chair.

The pen is next to 
the sink.

The ruler is on the 
table.
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1. Write the correct word.

sad  dirty  bedroom quilt 
sorry thank you big

Hamad gives Father the cloth.  quilt 

Father says ‘Hello’. __________

It is very small. __________

Now it is clean. __________

Hamad says ‘Please’. __________

Haya is happy. __________

She goes to the living room. __________

2. Write.

 ! “ .

Ali sees the quilt. __ Oh, no __ ” he says __
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1. Read and number.

 Everybody takes a square.

 Amal cuts the squares.

 Hamad and Ali are sad.

 Amal has an idea.

2. Choose and write.
1. Haya _________ eight big squares.

 cut cuts

2. Hamad _________ a square.

 take takes

3. Their fathers _________ a square.

 take takes

4. Their mothers _________ a square.

 take takes

5. Grandmother _________ a square.

 take takes
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1. Match.
1. They go sews the squares.
2. They draw to the garden.
3. Grandmother to Haya.
4. They give the quilt in the suitcase.
5. Haya is on the squares.
6. The quilt is safe very happy.

2. Write.
1. Let’s / Haya. / give / quilt / the / to
 ____________________________________________

2. go / into / the / garden. / Let’s
 ____________________________________________

3. the / on / squares. / Let’s / draw
 ____________________________________________
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Answer and write.
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1.  What is Haya making?

 _______________________________

2. What does Grandma do?

 _______________________________

3. Who gives the quilt to Father?

 _______________________________

4. Who makes a new quilt?

 _______________________________

5. Is Haya happy in the end?

 _______________________________
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